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We study some nonnegative matrix sets and investigate the relations between their extreme 
points. The results obtained answer a question posed by Marshall and Olkin and extend a 
result of Fulkerson concerning permutation matrices. 
1. Introduction 
Denote by R’$xn the set of all m X n nonnegative matrices. For A E Ryxn, let 
r(A) in Ryrn (resp. c(A) in RF”) denote the vector of row sums (resp. column 
sums) of A. For any r = (rl, . . . , r,,,) in lQym and c = (cl, . . . , c,) in cWyn with 
s = CE”=, ri = C~zl ci, define 
U(r, c) = {A E !Ryx”:r(A) = r, c(A) = c}, 
U+(r, c) = {A + P E R:““:A E U(r, c), P E Cw~““} 
and 
U(ar, a) = {A E lR~XR: r(A) 2 r, c(A) 2 c} 
(here r(A) 2 r and c(A) 3 c mean r(A) - r E R! :“” and c(A) - c E R! :““). Clearly, 
U(r, c) c U+(r, c) c U( ?=r, Z=C) are convex subsets of Ryxn. It can be easily seen 
that U(r, c) # U+(r, c) while the inequality between U+(r, c) and U(ar, a) is 
not so obvious. For instance, consider the example given in [4, p. 301: 0 ja 
A= 
[ 1 f 4 0 . 2 0 $ 
Although r(A) 2 (1, 1, 1) and c(A) 3 (1, 1, l), A is not doubly superstochastic, 
i.e. A cannot be written as the sum of a doubly stochastic matrix and a 
nonnegative matrix. In Proposition 1, we give a characterization of the matrices 
in U+(r, c). A particular case of the proposition answers a question posed in [4, 
p. 311 concerning the characterization of doubly superstochastic matrices. 
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The extreme points of convex sets are of particular geometric interest. In 
Proposition 2 we investigate the relations between the extreme points of the sets 
U(r, c), U’(r, c) and U( >r, SC). This extends the result of Fulkerson concerning 
the characterization of permutation matrices as the extreme points of the set of 
doubly superstochastic matrices [il. 
2. Results 
In the following, unless specified otherwise we always assume that r = 
(rI, . . . , r,) E Ryrn and c = (ci, . . . , c,) E rWyn with s = CE1 ri = ~~zI cj. 
Associated with a matrix A = (aij) in U(ar, SC), we construct a capacitated 
network N with vertex set 
V(N)= {Xi:i=O, 1,. . . , WI} U {yj:j=O, 1,. . . , Tl.}, 
where X0 and y, are the source and the sink of the network, and arc set 
A(N) = {(x0, xi) : 1 ~i~m}U{(yj,y,):l~j~n} 
U{(X,,yj):lSiGm, l<jGn}, 
where the capacities of the arcs (x0, Xi), (y,, y,J and (xi, yj) are ri, cj and aij, 
respectively. If A = B + P E U+(r, c) with B = (b,) E U(r, c), then we can con- 
struct a flow of value s in the network N by letting the flow in the arcs (x0, xi), 
(yj, yO) and (xi, Yj) to be ri, Cj and b,, respectively. Conversely, if there is a flow of 
value s in the network N, then A E U+(r, c). By the network-flow feasibility 
theorem (see e.g. [l, Theorem 2.1]), a flow of value s exists in N if and only if 
every cut of N has capacity greater than or equal to the quantity S. Note that if 
(S, s) is a cut of N with 
S={X~}U{Xj:iEZ}U{yj:jE.Z}, 
where Z c (1, . . . , m} and .Z = (1, . . . , n}, then its capacity is 
So the capacity of the cut is greater than or equal to the quantity s if and only if 
Consequently, we have 
Proposition 1. Suppose A E U(ar, s). Then A E U+(r, c) if and only if for any 
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Putting r = c = (1, . . . , 1) E Ry”, we have 
Corollary 1. A matrix P = (pii) in R qx” is doubly super-stochastic if and only if for 
any Z, J c (1, . . . , n}, 
jeJ 
(here 111 and IJ( denote the cardinalities of Z and J). 
We remark that Corollary 1 gives an affirmative answer to the question posed 
in [4]. 
Given relW:“” and CE[W:X~, let ext(U(r, c)), ext(U+(r, c)) and ext( U(z=r, 
>c)) denote the sets of extreme points of U(r, c), U’(r, c) and U(ar, ac), 
respectively. Suppose 
P = A = (aij) E R~xE :~lZij=S). 
i,i 
Since U(r, c) c U+(r, c) c U(ar, SC), we have 
ext(U(>r, 3~)) n P c ext(U+(r, c)) n P c ext(U(r, c)). 
In fact, we have 
Proposition 2. Suppose r E R’ :“” and c E R :“” are given. Then 
ext(U(sr, 3~)) n P = ext(U+(r, c)) = ext(U(r, c)). 
Proof. Clearly, ext( U( 3r, 3c)) fl P c ext( U+(r, c)). 
Suppose A = B + P is an extreme point of U+(r, c), where B E U(r, c) and 
P E lq!-. Then P = 0, otherwise A = B/2 + (B + 2P)/2 which is a contradiction. 
Therefore 
A E ext( U+(r, c)) rl P c ext( U(r, c)). 
As a result, ext(U+(r, c)) c ext(U(r, c)). 
Finally, suppose A is an extreme point of U(r, c). Then clearly A E [FD. 
Moreover, if A = (B, + B,)/2 with B1 and B2 in U(sr, zc), then B,, B2 E 
U(r, c). Hence B1 = B, =A. Thus A is an extreme point of U(ar, LC). So 
ext(U(r, c)) c ext(U(&, 3~)) n P. 0 
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We remark that in general 
ext(U(Sr, SC)) fl [FDf ext(U(z=r, 3~)) 
(see PI). 
Putting r = c = (1, . . . , 1) E lRyn and by Proposition 2, we have 
Corollary 2 (see [2]). A matrix P is an extreme point of the set of doubly 
superstochastic matrices if and only if P is a permutation matrix. 
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